Causes and consequences of financial corruption: a conceptual inquiry
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Abstract: When mentioned, corruption is often thought to take place just in areas of civil authority where the mandarins squeeze people and public property. This definitely breaks the laws and doesn’t obey social ethics. There is, however, another form of corruption existing in front of people’s eyes and obeying legally basic principles of the market economy, internationally financial rules such as WB, IMF, ADB, WTO, etc. and even the laws in all countries. That is financial corruption of economic, financial and banking corporations. Financial corruption is the root of the economic crisis worldwide in 2008 although it is known by the world’s largest market economies and recognized by global financial organizations but they do not dare admit it. Financial corruption is one of the challenges of the global economic security in the 21st century and unless it is stoppable, its companion will be financial fraud. It is possible to stop and curb financial corruption by the 3 tools: the State’s intervention, market tool and public media.
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1. Financial Corruption - the Root of Global Financial Crisis

Economic crisis is a challenge the world is facing. It is becoming more and more drastic, spreading globally, threatening the lives of billions of people worldwide, affecting the prosperity of humankind, pulling backwards human values, civilization and later, pushing people to new difficulties and challenges.

Economic crisis is not a new issue, even it is considered as an economic circle with regard to the 2 recent centuries. The early economic crises were overproduction (from 1825 to 1929-1933). Each of the crises was marked by the collapse of a particular field which later became the crisis’s name itself such as energy crisis in the 1970s, monetary crisis in 1997 and then economic crisis in 2008. It has kept on sweeping other fields, resulting in unemployment, standstills, bankruptcy and poverty increase, etc.

Financial crisis in 2008 was the consequence of the rapid growth of banks and financial-credit organizations with new diverse and uncontrollable credits during the 10 recent years. The financial-credit system has developed too far compared with its conventional functions, creating the outbreak of investment, speculation in delicate markets such as gold, oil, real estate, stocks and insurance, etc, causing the artificial supply-demand.

Financial crisis is indeed the melt of the cream layer of economic crisis. Virtual values created by speculation and risky investment revealed on the cover of stocks or collateral credits broke in order to come back to its true value of the economy. While some banks and leading financial organizations in the US and Europe went bankrupt or needed urgent reliefs, motor manufacturers also sent signals of emergency help. Thus, it can be confirmed that financial crisis was the first starting point of the economic system then has spread to other industries such as car production, construction materials, trade, investment and service, etc.

The question is that what was the true reason of the crisis in 2008? It was believed that it was due to the too hot development, causing under-standard loans in real property, or due to the capitalizing the economy, or owing to the crisis of beliefs, etc. All were not the core of the problem but a defense or an outside form of an inside profound reason.

The problem is that why there was a too fast collapse of banks and insurance companies. In the US, for instance,
there are approximately 10 banks and insurance companies exclusive of those getting reliefs from the government in such a bad situation every month. The too abrupt failure makes people think of the fact that these financial organizations seemingly had lost their ability of payment for a long time. Not until the global economic obstacles occurred, was it a drop of water overflowing from the glass and waited to go mass bankrupt.

It was obvious that banks and insurance companies had no reasons to lose their profits so much that they had to file for bankruptcy abruptly. First, loan interest rates are always higher than borrow interest rates under any circumstances. Second, diverse financial services create a great added value at any time. Thus, it can be sufficient for operation fees and for making profits. Third, evaluation business of pledge of property of banks and insurance organizations is always at the highest level of security thanks to the strict regulations and the perfect specialist skills. Fourth, the experience of operation for centuries does not allow them to make such mistakes and suffer such systematic damages. Behind the surface, what was the true reason? Just take a look at Bernard Madoff, Richard Fuld, Dubai World and recent Goldman Sachs, etc which involved big sums of money awarded to fat cats of financial corporations and banks no matter how they worked. Such a luxury has made public opinion, media, people and leaders worldwide and even the world’s largest free market economies hit the ceiling. Some governments must intervene directly in applying sanctions against these unreasonable rewards, which had never happened before in history of the market economy as it violated the principle of self-control and free operation of entrepreneurs.

The fact that the things have been taking place in relation to the enormous pay rewarded to financial and banking leaders and the collapse of a series of banks and financial organizations is an evidence to make a conclusion of the truth that financial corruption is existing in front of people’s eyes, matching all economic rules of free market which are legalized under the regulations of international organizations such as WB, IMF, ADB, WTO, etc.

2. Reasons and Mechanism of Financial Corruption

2.1. Reasons of the Corruption

The evident existence of financial corruption originated from the basic principle of the capitalist free market economy based on Adam Smith’s idea of the free economy. The capitalist market economy is acknowledged as an economic system making all people get rich. He was the first to see the benefits from creating more competitions, so he had arguments to support policies that promoted it. This also required few interferences of State in the economy and it soon became the truth for the model of conventional market economy with American and southwestern European style. The acclaim of individual benefits when doing business has brought wealth for capitalists and at the same time accidentally brought community benefits — that was beyond his first intention- in the guide of an invisible hand.

Such an influential awareness has spread over times and become a dominant idea encouraging activities of business production and boosting the amazingly evolutionary process of capitalism in the period of free competition. This was a boom period of a new mode of production and idea which coincided the real life by chance, creating a resonance for the fast development of a new socioeconomic structure. It is the capitalist market economy with the market mechanism self-adjustable thanks to objective principles of economics. Thus, all the economic activities must be on the grounds of competitive freedom without State’s interventions. Adam Smith kept on being backed by school of new-classics, especially the theory of general balance of Le Waras; and then the new liberalism. All became legal principles of financial rules worldwide such as WB, IMF, ADB, WTO, etc.

Yet Adam Smith would have had different thoughts if he had witnessed the exclusive period of capitalism, the economic crises since the early 19th century and particularly the self-interest of managers of financial corporations that lead to the unimaginably abrupt collapse of the crisis in 2008. The self-interest of economic human factor of Adam Smith was distorted the fact that personal interests should have brought common interests as it did in his original, trusted, thought but now a selfish personal interest of a mere individual regardless of the community destruction instead. Global financial corruption and uncontrollable financial transactions are a gigantic challenge menacing the economic security of the 21st century.

Adam Smith hardly imagines that the market economy has developed beyond the control so far that all in the past considered as its conditions or principles have turned into an odd disguise. Personal interests are performed on the grounds of eroding common interests and believed to represent the economic system of millions of people throughout the world. Once common benefits are damaged, they are kept on being used to support selfish personal interests.

The proof was that billions of USD was used by the governments to buy bad debts or stocks for banks and financial organizations in the risk of bankruptcy. For instance, American government spent 800 billion USD; Europe, 1,000 billion and likewise Korea, China and Singapore, etc.
Nevertheless, they can just help halt temporarily the crisis but it’ll stop again when out of gas. It is also the explanation why the biggest market economies are exceedingly worried and unclear about economic growth. Thus, Dominique Strauss-Kahn stated that we should reconsider our model of growth itself. According to IMF, the financial crisis controlled partly is concealing and will come back in the early 2010. It should be kept in mind that money is a kind of wine stimulating the economy but this glass of wine is scarcely given to the lips at times.

2.2. Mechanism of Performing Financial Corruption

Financial corruption is taking place publicly and legally counted on the mechanism of the principles of free-competitive market under various forms.

2.3. Diverse Products of Finance, Credit and Insurance are Developed in the Form of Contracts Agreed Mutually-between a Company and a Customer-and the Original Value of Assets will be Split from the Beginning

No sooner the contract is signed and money is given by a customer, is it at once divided in the ratio of percentage from an officer directly performing the deal to his superior. The amount of money left eventually is worth less than 50% of the original. For example, a life insurance officer has his customer for a deal. If the negotiation is reached successfully and the contract is signed, he will be given between 30%-40% of the total value, then 5%-10% to his superior; after that X% to the regional manager and finally Y% to the general manager. It is wondered how much the original value of the assets is left so that it can be used later for investment which can make super -profits adequate to the refund and an added value for the customer on the maturity date. This is truly a type of multi-level sale and will collapse when the system is exceedingly widespread. Victims are the latter customers. Visibly, the size and personnel of these organisations are really large. So the benefits distributed from the beginning are higher and higher, approximately 40% of the value of the contract. Later when the maturity date is coming nearer and nearer, the size becomes larger to mobilize capital to have the latter’s money to pay the earlier. Hence, when there was an economic crisis - capital was in short supply and customers withdrew money and stopped the contract suddenly - they hardly paid and collapsed promptly as a result.

2.4. Salaries and Rewards to Managerial Layer are Immensely High due to the Principles through Syste-
tionally financial rules and countries with developed market economies barely admit that the ongoing crisis is the financial corruption. Despite their criticisms of big salaries and rewards, they do not acknowledge that it is truly a financial corruption.

Financial corruption happens not only in finance, banking but also in industry, service and investment, etc. It will be the biggest danger threatening the security of global economy in the 21st century unless the principles of market economy can be adjusted or unless they are adjustable. Forms of incorporated companies and stock market are hardly deficient in market economy.

Currently, market economies should be approached with caution not to be gone with the conventional market economy so that they can repair or prevent damages more easily.

Thus, there will be technical adjustments to prevent the corruption in the coming years made by government and organisations of internationally financial rules. For instance, salaries and awards will be controlled thanks to their stipulations; the quality of financial products such as financial services and forms of life insurance will be evaluated; the structure of possession and ways of mobilized capital of joint-stock companies will be corrected especially when the transferable stocks and bonds is issued.

4. Manifestations of Financial Corruption Impacting the Current Vietnamese Economy

First, there is an existence that super-big projects with little or without performance registered by internationally financial corporations have become suspect projects. Typically, for example, steel schemes in Ninh Thuan and Thanh Hoa provinces registered tens billion of USD but the investors have gone with the wind. These schemes made a home and foreign echo and were granted hundreds hectares of land by the local government without any hesitation in moving away thousands of local people. It was no doubt that they were calculated and a perfect script was written by financial corporations to mobilize easily more share capital and calm down investors and banks. It has been very popular and is generally understood in a particular way but not a manifestation of financial corruption. For instance, it could be a registration to own large lands then transfer them to earn interest.

Second, the development of State-owned economic corporations in multi-industry and multi-field, particularly in non-professional areas such as real estate, stocks, banking and telecommunication leading to losing profits and capital is one of a demonstration of financial corruption. Taking advantages of policies and trusts of Party and State in the ongoing international integration, some economic corporations investing in non-professional areas is regarded as a big concern since it is inefficient, resulting in losing State’s capital-usually capital loaned from ODA and paid on maturity date- and at the same time, it creates artificial supply-demand of goods on the market and unnecessarily virtual competition.

The 2 above cases are now threatening the social-economic security in Vietnam and they must be considered with caution in the long run. According to the author, there are some suggestions to reduce financial corruption in Vietnam as follows:

In the attraction of foreign investment, it is not advisable for local areas to follow super-big projects worth billions of USD but collect enough information to estimate the real abilities of each partner before granting investment license. Smaller but feasible projects should be given priority.

New and non-conventional products such as life insurance of financial corporations must be controlled, specially re-investment activities from capital mobilized in order to have preventive measures. Restricting sub-standard loans, namely, consumption loans based on beliefs. There should be interference measures and warning solutions to develop market healthily, minimizing this type of financial corruption.

State-owned economic corporations must be checked and audited to limit the investment in left-handed industries and rewarding big salaries. Investment-business laws for these corporations should be issued and an independant controlling committee should be established by Parliament for the supervision.
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